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The Challenge
Regression testing end to end across multiple
applications including SAP, Manhattan TMS,
internal portals, and other legacy applications.

The Solution
TestDrive

The Benefit
Weekly regression testing of 275 scenarios.
Significantly reduced testing time.
Bugs no longer entering production.

OVERVIEW
CertainTeed and its affiliates have more
than 6,300 employees and more than 60
manufacturing facilities throughout the
United States and Canada. So, they
need to ensure their internal systems
are always running to peak
performance.
Ashish Thakur, Senior Automation
Tester at Saint-Gobain INDEC, explained
why using our products has made his
life more comfortable.
We have been using TestDrive for three
years now and have been working
closely with Tyler Dillon (IT Tech
Support Consultant at Original
Software), who is on hand as and when
we need him. It is a real asset for our
project and makes it very helpful for
weekly regression runs and other shortterm changes.
Within our automation project, we have
an array of items within our bucket;
SAP, Manhattan TMS, Internal Portals,
and other legacy application. For now,
our primary focus is on SAP. Each week
we perform rollouts, where we must
ensure existing functionality is working
as expected, as well as new
functionalities being included.

We execute almost 275 scenarios twice in just two days. i.e., before making changes to the existing
system and afterwards, which helps us identify any differences. This process has significantly
reduced the regression testing time and has stopped bugs from entering production. Within a very
short space of time TestDrive has become one of the most critical parts of our overall process of
testing and implementing changes.
The best thing about Original Software’s TestDrive is that it allows us to run full regression tests on a
weekly basis. It is quick to learn, user-friendly, and, most importantly, drive results.”

